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Abstract 
Although object detection AI plays an important role in many 
critical systems, corresponding Explainable AI (XAI) methods 
remain very limited. Here we first developed FullGrad-CAM 
and FullGrad-CAM++ by extending traditional gradient-based 
methods to generate object-specific explanations with higher 
plausibility. Since human attention may reflect features more 
interpretable to humans, we explored the possibility to use it as 
guidance to learn how to combine the explanatory information 
in the detector model to best present as an XAI saliency map 
that is interpretable (plausible) to humans. Interestingly, we 
found that human attention maps had higher faithfulness for 
explaining the detector model than existing saliency-based 
XAI methods. By using trainable activation functions and 
smoothing kernels to maximize the XAI saliency map similar-
ity to human attention maps, the generated map had higher 
faithfulness and plausibility than both existing XAI methods 
and human attention maps. The learned functions were model-
specific, well generalizable to other databases. 

Keywords: Object detection; XAI; Human attention; Deep 
learning; Saliency map 

Introduction 
In the last decades, deep learning technology has developed 
tremendously and revolutionized the field of artificial intelli-
gence (AI) (LeCun et al., 2015). Nowadays, deep learning has 
been widely applied in image classification, object detection, 
and natural language processing applications (Bashar, 2019). 
However, the black-box nature and high computational com-
plexity of deep learning models have made their decision-
making process opaque to users, significantly affecting user 
trust and their usefulness. (Rudin, 2019). Although some ex-
plainable AI (XAI) methods have been proposed in recent 
years, they mainly focused on interpreting image classifica-
tion or natural language processing models. XAI methods for 
object detection models remained very limited.  

A commonly used XAI method for image classification has 
been to use a saliency map to highlight features contributing 
to AI systems’ decisions. Current methods can be roughly 

classified into two categories: gradient-based and perturba-
tion-based (Agarwal et al., 2021). Grad-CAM (Selvaraju et 
al., 2017) and Grad-CAM++ (Chattopadhay et al., 2018) are 
two representative gradient-based XAI methods for image 
classification models. However, they are not suitable for ob-
ject detection models because they can only generate class-
specific rather than object-specific saliency maps. RISE 
(Petsiuk et al., 2018) and D-RISE (Petsiuk et al., 2021) are 
two widely used perturbation XAI methods, which infer input 
features contributing to model decisions by perturbing the 
model input. However, this method does not work well for 
object detection models because it generates noisy back-
grounds and is computationally intensive (Zhao & Chan, 
2023; Li et al., 2020). Object detection plays an important 
role in many critical AI systems, such as autonomous driving 
(Adarsh et al., 2020; Cai et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2017) and 
medical diagnosis (Aly et al., 2021; Liu, 2022). Thus, it is 
essential to develop effective XAI methods for object detec-
tion models to make them more useful and accessible to users.  

XAI methods are typically evaluated on two main aspects, 
faithfulness and plausibility. Faithfulness measures how well 
the highlighted regions of a saliency map reflect features di-
agnostic to AI’s decisions (Chattopadhay et al., 2018; Samek 
et al., 2016). Faithfulness is typically assessed by examining 
the amount of change in an AI model’s performance when 
deleting or inserting the highlighted features. Plausibility 
measures whether the interpretations of AI’s operations con-
form to human cognition (Yin et al., 2022), and it is typically 
measured by subjective human judgments. Although existing 
XAI methods can roughly locate the important region for the 
decision of AI, the low resolution of gradient-based methods 
and the dispersion intrinsic of perturbation-based methods se-
riously affect their faithfulness and plausibility (Li et al., 
2020). These limitations make current XAI methods hard to 
be applied to high-level safety-demanded control systems 
such as autonomous vehicle control (Omeiza et al., 2021). 
Therefore, we are motivated to design a new XAI method 
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with better faithfulness and plausibility, aiming to address the 
above limitations. 

As for plausibility, recent studies have suggested that the 
similarity between XAI saliency maps and human attention 
maps can be used as an objective plausibility measure 
(Mohseni et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2022). In view of these 
faithfulness and plausibility issues related to XAI methods 
for object detection, here we aimed to examine whether we 
can use human attention during object detection to enhance 
faithfulness and plausibility of saliency-based XAI methods. 
Human attention, or more specifically where humans look in 
a visual task, reflects underlying cognitive processes (e.g., 
Hsiao, Lan et al., 2021; Chuk et al., 2020). In object detection 
tasks, or more often referred to as visual search tasks in the 
cognitive psychology literature, human participants’ atten-
tion strategies as reflected in eye movement behavior often 
reflect their sensitivity to features considered relevant to tar-
get identification (e.g., Qi et al., 2023a, 2023b; Yang et al., 
2023; Hsiao, Chan et al., 2021; see also Hsiao, An et al., 2021; 
Hsiao & Chan, 2023). Thus, human attention may provide 
guidance to diagnostic features that are more accessible and 
interpretable to humans for XAI methods, potentially enhanc-
ing both their faithfulness and plausibility.  

Accordingly, here we developed the FullGrad-CAM and 
FullGrad-CAM++ by extending traditional gradient-based 
methods to generate explanations for object detection models. 
We further designed a human attention-guided XAI (HAG-
XAI) trained with human attention data by using trainable ac-
tivation functions and smoothing kernels with an objective to 
maximize the similarity of the generated XAI saliency maps 
to the human attention maps. Note that here we are learning 
how to combine the explanatory information in the detector 
model to best present as an XAI saliency map that is inter-
pretable (plausible) to a human. We then examined whether 
the resulting saliency map would have enhanced the faithful-
ness to AI model and the plausibility to humans, and whether 
the learned weights could be generalized to another object 
recognition task/image database to enhance faithfulness and 
plausibility. All learnable parameters in HAG-XAI were in-
terpretable, and thus could help us understand what led to en-
hanced faithfulness. The remainder of this paper is organized 
as follows: In Study 1, we evaluated saliency-based XAI 
methods, compared XAI and human attention maps, and in-
troduced FullGrad-CAM and Full-Grad-CAM++ for object 
detection. In Study 2, we presented HAG-XAI and assessed 
its advantages and generalizability. 
 

Study 1: Comparisons between XAI Saliency 
Maps and Human Attention Maps 

 
Here we focused our examinations on a representative object 
detection model with a one-stage architecture, Yolo-v5s 1 

 
1 We also ran experiments on Faster-RCNN and obtained similar 

results, but do not present them here due to space limitations. More 
detailed results can refer to Liu et al. (2023). 

(Jiang et al., 2022; Jocher, 2021). In view of the importance 
of XAI for object detection during automated driving scenar-
ios to ensure safety (Gupta et al., 2021), we selected the 
BDD-100K (Yu et al., 2018), a popular well-annotated driv-
ing image database, as the target training and evaluation da-
tabase. All images have a resolution of 1280 x 720. We 
trained Yolo-v5s using 69,400 images from the training set 
with five types of labels (including ‘car’, ‘truck, ‘bus’, ‘per-
son’, and ‘rider’) from scratch using the default training con-
figurations. We then tested the trained yolo-v5s model with 
the validation set (containing 10,000 images), achieving a re-
call of 75.8%±29.5%. We then randomly selected two inde-
pendent image subsets (test dataset A and B) from the valida-
tion set, each containing 160 images, to conduct the experi-
ments on examining the faithfulness and plausibility of cur-
rent saliency-based XAI on the model and how they com-
pared with human attention maps. 

Methods 
 
Human Attention Data We collected human eye movement 
data during a vehicle detection task for generating human at-
tention maps. Each trial started with a solid circle at the center 
of the screen for drift check, followed by a fixation cross for 
0.5s. A driving scene image (resized to a resolution of 1024 
x 576) was then presented at the center of a 15.6-inch monitor 
(1920 x 1080-pixel resolution), spanning 34.2° x 20.8° of vis-
ual angle under a 55 cm viewing distance. Participants search 
for vehicle objects (i.e., ‘car’, ‘truck, and ‘bus’) and remem-
ber their locations. They were asked to press the spacebar 
when they felt they had detected all targets. The screen then 
turned blank, and participants used a mouse to click on the 
detected target locations (Figure 1). We recruited 49 partici-
pants to perform the task with images in test dataset A, and 
27 participants to perform the task with images in test dataset 

 
 
Figure 1: Human attention data collection procedure. 
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B. For each subset, eye fixation data of each image over all 
participants were smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with a 
standard deviation of 30 pixels, equivalent to one degree of 
visual angle given the image presentation size.  
 
XAI Methods for Object Detection The vanilla Grad-CAM 
method (Selvaraju et al., 2017) for image classification AI 
models highlights regions based on the importance of fea-
tures with respect to a certain class score. However, it did not 
consider object detection scenarios. Assuming M(·) is an ob-
ject detection model such as Yolo-v5s, the output of the 
model with input image I can be expressed as: ym = M(I), 
where ym with m = 1, 2…, Nobj is the output classification 
probability of m-th detected object, and Nobj is the total num-
ber of detected objects. If we apply Grad-CAM to an object 
detection task, the Grad-CAM map for all detected objects 
can be expressed as: 

1 1

1obj chN N m
k

G k
m k ij ij

yS ReLU A
Z A

µ
= =

  ∂
 =    ∂  

∑ ∑ ∑ ,           (1) 

where Ak is the activation map in the k-th layer, μ is the max-
min normalization function that normalizes the data map to 
scale between 0 to 1, Nch is the number of channels in Ak, and 
ReLU is the rectified linear unit activation function. Addi-
tionally, Z is a normalization term defined by a global average 
pooling operation. Chattopadhay et al. (2018) proposed 
Grad-CAM++ by modifying the gradient term of vanilla 
Grad-CAM to improve its interpretability. Accordingly, the 
Grad-CAM++ for object detection can be defined as: 

*

1 1

1obj chN N m
km k

G ij k
m k ij ij

yS ReLU ReLU A
Z A

µ α
= =

   ∂  =     ∂   
∑ ∑ ∑ ,   (2) 

where αkm 
ij  is a coefficient in (i, j) position for m-th detected 

object to adjust the weight for k-th channel of the gradient. A 
ReLU function is applied to the gradient term to retain the 
most important features with a positive gradient value. 

In object detection models, the gradient maps also contain 
informative spatial information; however, it was not utilized 
in vanilla Grad-CAM or Grad-CAM++ due to the global av-
erage pooling operation applied to gradients (i.e., summation 
over i and j). As a result, saliency maps generated from Grad-
CAM and Grad-CAM++ contain many salient areas not well 
correlated with detected targets (see Fig. 2). Therefore, here 
we propose FullGrad-CAM and FullGrad-CAM++ as new 
XAI methods to generate object-specific saliency maps for 
object detection models. The FullGrad-CAM method was de-
rived from Grad-CAM, where no average pooling operation 
is applied to gradients. The FullGrad-CAM is defined as: 

1 1

obj chN N m
k

F k
m k

yS ReLU A
A

µ
= =

  ∂
=    ∂  
∑ ∑ 

,                 (3) 

where  represents the Hadamard product. 

 
2 Concurrent work by Zhao & Chan (2023) focuses on instance-

specific XAI for object detectors, and uses a similar formulation to 
(3) but does not sum over the objects.  In contrast our work examines 

When we apply the ReLU function to the gradient term fol-
lowing Grad-CAM++, our FullGrad-CAM++ is defined as: 

*

1 1

obj chN N m
k

F k
m k

yS ReLU ReLU A
A

µ
= =

   ∂
=      ∂   
∑ ∑ 

.           (4) 

Previous research (Selvaraju et al., 2017) has suggested 
that the feature map of the last convolutional layer in deep 
networks contains the most informative and abstract features. 
Accordingly, we focused on current examinations on saliency 
maps generated from the last convolutional layer. For Yolo-
v5s, the last convolutional layer of the whole model was used. 
Note that the last convolutional layer of Yolo-v5s belonged 
to the neck module, which had a multi-scale branch architec-
ture (i.e., small, middle, and large scales). Hence, we first de-
termined which branch each detected object output was from, 
and then generated the saliency map accordingly. As shown 
in Fig. 2, for Yolo-v5s, salient areas were more focused due 
to small activated areas inside the raw gradient term.2 
 
Faithfulness Evaluation Methods We computed the faith-
fulness using deletion and insertion approaches according to 
previous studies (Chattopadhay et al., 2018; Petsiuk et al., 
2021; Selvaraju et al., 2017). More specifically, the deletion 
operation deleted salient areas step-by-step according to the 
saliency scores. The deleted area was filled with random col-
ors. In contrast, the insertion operation inserted salient areas 
into an empty image with a pure black background step by 
step according to the saliency scores. For both operations, 
100 steps were conducted to record the confidence changes. 

the saliency/XAI for all objects in the image, while further compar-
ing to human attention maps for measuring plausibility. 

 
 

Figure 2: Saliency map examples generated using differ-
ent XAI methods. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Plausibility of XAI saliency maps for Yolo-v5s 
using the two test datasets. Higher PCC and lower 
RMSE indicated better plausibility.  
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The maximum deletion and insertion area was limited to the 
summation area of all detected bounding boxes. In each step, 
1% of the total area was deleted or inserted (see Chatto-
padhay et al., 2018, for details). 
 
Plausibility Evaluation Methods Here we used human at-
tention as an objective human-grounded plausibility criterion. 
Therefore, the plausibility can be defined as the similarity of 
the XAI saliency maps to human attention maps. Two simi-
larity measures were employed: (1) Pearson Correlation Co-
efficient (PCC), which could be seen as a relative similarity 
measure, and is defined as: 

 ( )
1 2

1 2cov ,

u u

u u
PCC

σ σ
= ,                          (5) 

where u1 and u2 are two flattened saliency map vectors, 
cov(·) is the covariance function, and σ is the standard devi-
ation function. (2) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), an ab-
solute similarity measure, is defined as: 

1 2 2

1RMSE u u
HW

= −                      (6) 

where H and W are the height and width of the raw image, 
and ||·||2 is the L2-norm operator. 

Results 
We examined the plausibility and faithfulness of the saliency 
maps generated using the two proposed FullGrad-CAM 
methods for the Yolo-v5s model using the two datasets. As 
measured in PCC and RMSE (Fig. 3), the plausibility of the 
proposed FullGrad-CAM and FullGrad-CAM++ methods 
was consistently better than Grad-CAM and Grad-CAM++ 
methods on the two object detection models and two test da-
tasets. In addition, FullGrad-CAM++ achieved better plausi-
bility than FullGrad-CAM. Regarding faithfulness using the 
insertion approach (Fig. 4), interestingly, human attention 
map had higher faithfulness when being used as an XAI sali-
ency map as compared with those from existing saliency-

based XAI methods, although our participants had no 
knowledge of the operations of the AI model. Similarly, us-
ing the deletion approach for Yolo-v5s, the final deletion 
score for human attention is higher than in XAI methods. 
Note that for smaller deletion percentages, FullGradCAM has 
higher deletion faithfulness than human attention, which 
shows that our XAI method does find some specific key fea-
tures used by the detector.   

Together our results suggested that current saliency-based 
XAI methods for object detection AI models did not capture 
all the meaningful features used by the models, with their fi-
nal faithfulness scores lower than attention maps generated 
by human participants performing the same task but with no 
knowledge of the models’ operations. This result also sug-
gested that the object detection AI model may be using simi-
lar information extraction strategies to humans, resulting in 
high faithfulness when using human attention maps as XAI 
saliency maps. This finding also justified the use of human 
attention maps as benchmarks for current saliency-based XAI 
methods. In addition, the comparison between XAI-gener-
ated saliency maps (Fig. 2) and human attention maps (Fig. 
1) suggested that smoothing strategies on both gradients and 
activation may also affect faithfulness. This motivated us in 
Study 2 to develop an explainable method to find the optimal 
activation functions and smoothing strategies for enhancing 
XAI saliency maps’ faithfulness and plausibility using hu-
man attention data. 

Study 2: Human Attention-Guided XAI 
This study leverages human attention to optimize gradient-
based XAI methods for improving human interpretability. 
The proposed HAG-XAI incorporates learnable activation 
functions and smoothing kernels for gradient and activation 
terms. Using raw activation maps and gradients as input, the 
model reweights learnable values to enhance plausibility.   

In more detail, different from the fixed weight scales for 
gradient and activation maps used in traditional gradient-
based XAI methods, we provide an adaptive piece-wise lin-
ear activation function with two learnable parameters: 

( ) ( ) ( )max ,0 min ,0α
α

ϕ θ α θ α θ
+

−
+ −= + .          (7) 

The two learnable parameters (α+ and α-) allow for different 
scalings (or complete truncation) of the positive and negative 
parts of the activation, respectively. For example, the stand-
ard ReLU activation is obtained when α+

  = 1 and α- = 0. Dur-
ing training, the two parameters used for the activation map 
(α+ and α-) are initialized to 1 (equivalent to a linear activation 
function), while the two parameters for the gradient map (de-
noted as β+ and β-) are initialized to 1 and 0 (equivalent to 
ReLU function).  

Smoothing kernels are applied to the gradient map and fi-
nal saliency map to better highlight neighboring features. The 
gradient can be aggregated over local regions by smoothing 
to enhance the plausibility. Meanwhile, adding a smoothing 
operation to the whole saliency map models the difference 
between the receptive field size of the human and that of the 

 
 

Figure 4: Faithfulness of XAI saliency maps vs. human 
attention maps for Yolo-v5s using the two test datasets. 
Higher deletion and insertion scores and larger areas un-
der the deletion/insertion curves indicated higher faithful-
ness. The Y-axis of the plot denotes the increment or drop 
of the model prediction score (higher is better). 
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AI model. The smoothing is implemented with a learnable 2D 
Gaussian kernel of size 21 x 21, 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2

, exp
2

c cv
A

x x y y
G x y A

v ε

 − + −
 = −
 + 

,        (8) 

where (x,y) is the spatial coordinate, (xc,yc) is the constant 
mean set to the half length of the kernel size (i.e., 11, 11), v 
is the learnable variance with a initialization value of 3, A is 
the learnable amplitude with a initialization value of 1, and ε 
is a small constant to avoid dividing by zero. 

Our HAG-XAI saliency generation method is 

( )
1 1

obj chN N m
v v k

HI A A k
m k

yS G ReLU G A
A

γ α

γ α

α β
α β

µ ϕ ϕ
+ +

− −

= =

    ∂
 = ∗ ∗      ∂    

∑ ∑ 

, (9) 

where φα+ 
α- and φβ+ 

β-  are the learnable activations for the gradient 
and activation map, G vα 

Aα  and G vγ 

Aγ  are learnable Gaussian 
smooth kernels for the final map and the gradient map, and * 
is the convolution operator. Note that the same kernel is ap-
plied to each channel of gradient and activation tensors. 
Meanwhile, µ  is a normalization function. During visual 
search, human participants tended to attend to small objects 
more than large objects. Accordingly, we normalize each ob-
ject’s individual saliency map using their activated area: 

( )
ij

θµ θ
θ ε

=
+∑

,                               (10) 

where ε is a small constant value to avoid the denominator 
being 0. A total of 8 learnable parameters are optimized. 

The training goal of this model is to obtain a human-like 
saliency map. Therefore, the loss function is set to the 
(dis)similarity between human attention map and AI saliency 
map, based on PCC and RMSE. The optimization objective 
of the model is 

( ) ( )
* *

* *
2

* *

2

cov , 1arg min 1
HI H

HI H
HI H

S S

S S
S S

HWθ σ σ

  − + − 
  

,   (11) 

where *
HIS  and *

HS  are the flattened XAI saliency map and 
human attention map (serving as ground-truth) in the training 
set. 
   To test our method, we first used the BDD-100K database 
used in Study 1 to train the HAG-XAI model and test its faith-
fulness and plausibility. During training, test dataset A from 
Study 1 was used as the training/validation set and dataset B 
as the testing set. The training set is divided into five parts to 
conduct a five-fold cross-validation for learning the HAG-
XAI parameters. All results were from the testing set if not 
specified. Considering the neck module of Yolo-v5s has three 
different scales, the activations and gradients were resized to 
a uniform (maximum) spatial resolution before training. 

The Adam optimizer was used during training. The mini-
batch size was set to 30. The learning rate was set to 0.05 
initially and exponentially decreased to 0.005 within 120 
epochs. To avoid overfitting, an early stop strategy was em-
ployed, where the patience was set to 30 epochs. 

Finally, we evaluated the generalization ability of the 
learned parameters in HAG-XAI, using the validation set of 
the MS-COCO object detection database, which contained 
5000 images with 80 general object classes (Lin et al., 2014). 

Results 
After training, the well-trained models were assessed on 

both validation set of dataset A and testing set (dataset B). On 
dataset A, the averaged 5-fold cross-validation accuracy was 
reported. The five models generated from the 5-fold cross-
validation procedure were assessed on the whole testing set, 
and the averaged testing accuracy was reported. As shown in 
Fig. 5a, the performance difference between the validation 
and testing sets was small, demonstrating good generalization 
ability. Also, the saliency maps generated from HAI-XAI and 
human attention maps had high similarity (above 0.7 in PCC 
on the testing set; Fig. 5b). 

The similarity between XAI saliency maps and human at-
tention maps across different XAI methods is depicted in Fig. 
6. Saliency maps from HAG-XAI had the highest similarity, 
indicating a high plausibility. The HAG-XAI also had higher 
faithfulness than other XAI methods (Fig. 7). These results 
suggest that human attention maps could be used to guide the 
design of saliency-based XAI to enhance its faithfulness and 
plausibility for object detection. Compared with the untrained 
saliency map shown in Fig. 2, the trained saliency map shown 
in Fig. 5b was more similar to the human attention maps. 

We then used images from MS-COCO database to examine 
whether the learned functions from HAG-XAI could be trans-
ferred to other object detection tasks of the same models. 

 
 

Figure 5: (a) Similarity between the trained HAG-XAI sa-
liency maps and human attention maps using different da-
tasets. (b) Example HAG-XAI saliency maps vs. human 
attention maps. 

 
 

Figure 6: The similarity between XAI saliency maps and 
human attention maps across different XAI methods. 
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Since the image resolutions in MS-COCO were different 
from BDD-100K, the resolutions of the activation and gradi-
ent maps from MS-COCO were adjusted to be equivalent size 
of BDD-100K. Table 1 illustrates the area under the insertion 
curve (i-AUC) and deletion curve (d-AUC) for assessing 
faithfulness of the generated saliency maps over 5000 images 
with all categories in the database. The results showed that 
our method achieved the best i-AUC and d-AUC scores in 
object detection tasks, demonstrating a great generalization 
ability of HAG-XAI to other databases/object detection tasks. 

Discussion  
This paper aims to design a new XAI method with high faith-
fulness and plausibility that can be used in object detection 
scenarios. To better understand how the learned functions en-
hance the faithfulness and plausibility of XAI saliency maps, 
we visualized the learnable parameters since they are fully 
interpretable. As shown in Fig. 8a, a large smoothing kernel 
was needed for the gradient term. This is because we used the 
last convolutional layer of the whole model to generate the 
saliency map, and the salient area was relatively small in the 
raw gradient term according to the backpropagation algo-
rithm. In contrast, the global smoothing kernel seemed un-
necessary, suggesting that the activation map already 
matched human attention strategies well. As shown in Fig. 8b, 
the negative parts of the activations and gradients were turned 
positive, suggesting that these negative parts also play an im-
portant role in explanation, e.g., as counterfactual infor-
mation. Note that for Yolo-v5s, the outputs of the last convo-
lutional layer used a leaky-ReLU activation function with a 
leaky factor of 0.1. Therefore, there existed negative values 
in the activations of Yolo-v5s. Together these visualization 
results suggested that HAG-XAI provided model-specific 
guidance for generating XAI saliency maps with high plausi-
bility and faithfulness, with the learning functions well gen-
eralizable to other detection tasks using different databases. 

In HAG-XAI, three functions—a Gaussian smoothing 
function, a learnable activation function, and an area-based 
normalization function—were designed to improve faithful-
ness and plausibility. To examine the effectiveness of these 
functions, ablation studies were conducted. As shown in Ta-
ble 2, the XAI method with all three functions achieved the 
best faithfulness and plausibility. The Gaussian smoothing 
function contributed the most; without the function, the faith-
fulness and plausibility significantly dropped.  

In this work, we proposed two novel XAI methods that can 
generate explanations for object detection models and 
showed the potential of human attention maps in enhancing 
the faithfulness of XAI methods. Using human attention 
maps as guidance, we designed a HAG-XAI method, achiev-
ing higher faithfulness and plausibility for object detection 
models than the existing methods. Meanwhile, the HAG-XAI 
has the potential to be used as a human attention imitator for 
object detection tasks (Yang et al., 2022). In future work, we 
will combine multiple feature maps, rather than only use the 
last feature map, to extract fine-grained attention of the object 
detection model, aiming to further enhance the performance 
of HAG-XAI and explore the potential of the HAG-XAI to 
be used as a human attention imitator for object detection. 

 

 
 

Figure 7:      The faithfulness performance comparison 
between different XAI methods. 

Table 1. Faithfulness score when using the learned 
functions from HAG-XAI (trained on BDD-100K) to 

generate saliencies for object detection in MS-
COCO.  

 
Faith-
fulness FGC* FGC GC* GC Ours 
d-AUC 0.5206 0.5206 0.7292 0.7413 0.756  
i-AUC 0.0040 0.0040 0.1032 0.1092 0.133  

Note: FGC*: FullGrad-CAM++. FGC: FullGrad-CAM. 
    

 

 
 

Figure 8: Visualization of HAG-XAI parameters. The left 
column of (a) is the initial (untrained) Gaussian kernels 
with a variance of 3, and the other five columns corre-
spond to the learned kernels from five-fold models. The 
red lines in (b) are the initial (untrained) activation func-
tions, while the blue lines are the trained activations. 

Table 2 Ablation study for Yolo-v5s 
 

Function Faithfulness Plausibility 
G φ μ d-AUC i-AUC PCC RMSE 
× × × 0.4482 0.0099 0.3550 0.0914 
√ × × 0.5612 0.0805 0.6683 0.0900 
× √ × 0.3907 0.0019 0.2947 0.0986 
× × √ 0.3916 0.0021 0.3140 0.0944 
√ √ × 0.5474 0.0793 0.6665 0.0871 
× √ √ 0.5330 0.0000 -0.3150 0.9643 
√ × √ 0.5618 0.0822 0.6873 0.0812 
√ √ √ 0.5662 0.0843 0.6910 0.0800 
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